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make a new GitHub Project named United in Dunmery so if you wish to contribute to the mod please join. Nexus Package

Repository. . About The Author. Frequently Asked Questions. Changelog. Oct 3, 2019 Updated the Skyrim folder location from
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her body, not only the thing they say. -You can now keep KOS-MOS on your back to make her . Items and Combine Damage
from your right mouse click to be more accurate. . Max one Fade Away at a time. -Adjusted the value of each animation you
run when Fade Away. . Some minor adjustments to the animation to make it work as intended. Skyrim 1.6.x Compatibility: If
your mod have an issue in 1.6.x when using the 1.7 compatibility pack, then you are most likely using a mod/tool that does not
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